1. Hold down reset button.
2. Move pump handle backward and forward to release jammed round(s). Make sure you aim the blaster away from you and anyone else while releasing jammed rounds.
3. Move magazine slide all the way back.
4. Remove any jammed rounds.

TEAM FLAGS
If you join Team Red or Team Blue, attach the flag of the appropriate color to the blaster or to your arm to identify which team you are on.
**LOAD**

1. Move magazine slide all the way back.
2. Load 20 rounds into each chamber.
3. Move magazine slide all the way forward.

**x20 Maximum Rounds in Each Chamber**

**TRIGGER LOCK**

On either side of blaster, move trigger lock down to lock trigger and up to unlock. Always put trigger lock in locked position when blaster is not in use and when storing blaster.

**SINGLE FIRE**

1. Press trigger lock to unlock trigger.
2. Move pump handle all the way back and all the way forward to prime it. Ready indicator will appear on side of blaster. Blaster is primed when ready indicator is visible.

**SLAM FIRE**

1. Hold trigger down and keep moving the pump handle all the way back and all the way forward to fire all 60 rounds quickly.
2. Pull trigger to fire 1 round.